Messigny 2012 Fairy Tourney

Nicolas Dupont

This quick tournament starts Friday 25\textsuperscript{th} May 2012 and ends Sunday evening 27\textsuperscript{th} May 2012. It is open for Parry Series from an initial position to a final position. Two kinds of stipulations are allowed: pser-a=>b or phser-a=>b.

As far as I know, it exists no published problem with the pser-a=>b stipulation (black resists to the white goal, which is to reach the final position), hence it is a new field to investigate. Here is an example with the phser-a=>b stipulation (black collaborates to the white goal):

Dan Meinking, ChessProblems.ca 2011
phser-a=>b16 C+


Only normal 8x8 board and orthodox pieces are accepted. No other fairy conditions are accepted.

Popeye v.4.55 supports those stipulations (and is much faster than the buggy v4.59). The option "Noshortvariations" should be used to check psen-a=>b entries (if each solution shows the same white series, the entry is considered C+). No duals are allowed for phser-a=>b entries (only entries with one solution are accepted). Each composition must be C+ or, if too long to be fully checked, must be partially computer verified ("C+ by parts").

Please send your entries at:

RIFACE.2012@gmail.com